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Abstract
State-of-the-art robotic hand prosthetics generate finger and wrist movement through pattern
recognition (PR) algorithms using features of forearm electromyogram (EMG) signals, but re-
quires extensive training and is prone to poor predictions for conditions outside the training
data (Peerdeman et al., 2011; Scheme et al., 2010). We propose a novel approach to develop a
dynamic robotic limb by utilizing the recent history of EMG signals in a model that accounts
for physiological features of hand movement which are ignored by PR algorithms. We do this
by viewing EMG signals as functional covariates and develop a functional linear model that
quantifies the effect of the EMG signals on finger/wrist velocity through a bivariate coefficient
function that is allowed to vary with current finger/wrist position. The model is made par-
simonious and interpretable through a two-step variable selection procedure, called Sequential
Adaptive Functional Empirical group LASSO (SAFE-gLASSO). Numerical studies show excel-
lent selection and prediction properties of SAFE-gLASSO compared to popular alternatives. For
our motivating dataset, the method correctly identifies the few EMG signals that are known to
be important for an able-bodied subject with negligible false positives and the model can be
directly implemented in a robotic prosthetic.
Keywords: Electromyography signal; Varying functional regression; Functional variable
selection; Group LASSO; Post-selection predictive inference
1 Introduction
More than 160,000 Americans are transradial (i.e. below-elbow) amputees, henceforth TRAs,
and must relearn how to perform tasks that typically require an intact hand (Ziegler-Graham et al.,
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2008). Passive hand prostheses and related devices are useful, but cannot emulate the full func-
tionality of an intact limb. Multifunctional robotic prosthetics, such as the FDA-approved
DEKA arm system (Linda Resnik et al., 2011; Resnik et al., 2011), have become very popular
with recent advancements in their mechanical systems. The available software that provides user
control of the hardware, however, is often nonintuitive to operate. For example, one approach is
to have the user control the prosthetic with their foot. Forearm muscle contractions are known
to cause hand movement for an able-bodied subject, henceforth AB subject. A TRA’s residual
forearm, which once caused hand movement, will still contract and these contractions exhibit
measurable EMG signals that are somewhat consistent with hand movement even though they
no longer use that hand. A reliable mapping of a TRA’s forearm electromyogram (EMG) signals
to hand movement would then provide a more intuitive approach for prosthesis control.
Figure (1) shows the process of movement intention to movement production for both
an AB subject and TRA. For an AB subject, tendons are attached to the forearm muscles,
travel through the wrist and connect to bones in the hand. The muscle contractions transmit
force through tendons to the bones, generating finger or wrist movement. For a TRA, this
physical connection among muscles, tendons, and bones no longer exists, but they may still
sense movement in their phantom limb, accompanied by observable muscle contractions in their
residual limb. Their generated EMG signal data feed into a prosthesis controller that processes
the data and predicts movement, which is then produced by the robotic limb.
Figure 1: Visualization of biomechanical system for hand movement for AB subject and TRA.
(A) Internal limb representation in the motor cortex. (B) Neural signal sends motor commands
to forearm muscles. (C) Forearm muscles contract to perform desired movement, which, for
an AB subject, results in direct hand movement through tendon connections (red lines) to the
hand. (D) For a TRA, a prosthesis controller projects real time hand movements using forearm
EMG information, and (E) the robotic limb performs the intended movement.
Direct myoelectric control, a traditional approach for prosthesis control, uses EMG sig-
nals from two antagonistic muscles and assigns to each a specific type of hand movement, such
as finger flexion or extension. The EMG signal can only control that class of movement and,
if activated for any reason, will produce that movement with speed proportional to the mag-
nitude of the signal. Direct control is limited in its ability to direct multiple degrees of free-
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dom of hand movement. The user must switch manually between functions (e.g. from wrist
pronation/supination to hand open/close), but then the user’s attempted movement may not
match with the prosthesis action. Since it is cumbersome for controlling multiple limb func-
tions, direct control prostheses have shown a 75% rejection rate by users (Biddiss and Chau,
2007; Peerdeman et al., 2011). State-of-the-art prosthetics overcome the restrictions of direct
myoelectric control using data-driven pattern recognition (PR) algorithms capable of synthe-
sizing a large number of EMG signals (potentially over 100) into classes of intended movement
(Englehart and Hudgins, 2003; Huang et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2007).
PR is more flexible than direct myoelectric control, but has its own set of limitations
that prohibit effective, intuitive user control. PR does not incorporate knowledge of human
neurophysiology and biomechanics and relies heavily on the representativeness of the data used to
train the algorithm in identifying EMG patterns associated with classes of hand movements. This
leads to poor prediction performance for conditions not directly observed in the training data. It
assumes that a constant, repeatable pattern of muscle contractions leads to a specific movement
class and users may find it difficult to perfectly repeat this pattern. PR also significantly
reduces the EMG information, using summarizing features of the EMG signals such as the mean
absolute value and number of slope sign changes instead of the original signals. The loss of
important information due to data reduction as well as redundancy of predictor information
leads to overfitting to the training data, as indicated by Scheme et al. (2010).
Recently, Crouch and Huang (2016) and Crouch and Huang (2017) proposed and imple-
mented an EMG-based controller using a planar link-segment dynamic model that directly
incorporates features of the neurophysiological and biomechanical system. Using EMG data
from only four forearm muscles, they were able to accurately predict wrist and finger movement.
The model they use, however, is nonlinear and it is not clear how well it will translate to a
TRA, since their model requires the subset of muscles to be pre-specified. Their results do
show that incorporating the neurophysiological and biomechanical properties can yield move-
ment predictions that are more typical of biological movement than movements predicted by PR.
This suggests that incorporating such properties in a data-driven approach may help improve
movement predictions.
In this paper, we propose to model two degrees of freedom for hand movement, finger and
wrist flexion/extension, using recent past behavior of the EMG signals. Our statistical model
uses either finger or wrist velocity as its response and allows the effect of each EMG signal
on the response to vary with the current finger or wrist position. This model retains much
of the EMG information and respects known biomechanical constraints, thus allowing it to
explain a broader range of hand movements using fewer EMG signals. We fit the model using a
novel algorithm for functional regression which we call Sequential Adaptive Functional Empirical
group LASSO (SAFE-gLASSO) that selects only a subset of the EMG to be included in the
model while simultaneously requiring that the estimated functional coefficients are smooth and
interpretable. SAFE-gLASSO pairs a generalization of the adaptive sparse-smoothness penalty
from Gertheiss et al. (2013) with an efficient, sequential variable selection and fitting approach
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inspired by the relaxed LASSO (Meinshausen, 2007). We also extend the ideas of Lei et al.
(2017) to generate post-selection prediction confidence bands.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the neurophysical and biomechanical
relationships involved in hand movement that we address in our proposed statistical model.
Section 3 describes the collection process for collecting EMG and hand movement data. Section 4
details the analysis methodology starting with the proposed functional linear model and explains
how it accounts for known underlying biomechanical relationships. We then describe the variable
selection and post-selection fit procedures. Section 5 presents the analysis results from data
collected from an AB subject, where the underlying truth is known. An extensive simulation
study is performed in sections 6.1 and 6.2, showing the robustness of our method to varying
assumptions. Section 7 concludes the paper with a discussion of limitations and possible avenues
of extension.
2 Biomechanics of hand movement
This section describes the underlying biomechanical process that generates intentional hand
movement for an AB subject and highlights the unique challenges that will need to be addressed
by the proposed model. Incorporating features of this process in the statistical analysis and the
robotic prosthetic software should significantly aid user control of robotic prosthetics by TRAs.
In particular, this section motivates the use of recent past behavior of the EMG signals as
functional predictors and justifies the need for position-dependent effects to map the relationship
between these EMG signals and velocity. Velocity was chosen as the desired response instead of
position because almost all the upper limb prostheses on the market have direction and velocity
control as their outputs (Scheme and Englehart, 2011).
The biological process of hand movement begins with initiation of action potentials that
are first conducted along motor neurons from the central nervous system. At the neuromuscular
junction, the action potential causes the release of neurotransmitters from the nerve that initiates
an action potential on the muscle fiber membrane. That motor unit action potential (MUAP)
conducts along the surface of the muscle fiber membrane that extends over and within the muscle
fiber. This stimulates the release of calcium ions within myofibrils and initiates cross-bridge
cycling of overlapping protein chains that cause the entire muscle fiber to shorten (contract),
generating mechanical energy. The output force of an entire muscle varies depending on the
proportion of fibers in the muscle that are contracted and the frequency at which they are
stimulated. The EMG signal measured from surface electrodes represents the sum of individual
MUAPs and thus conveys information about the magnitude and duration of muscle contraction.
The mechanical aspect of hand movement explains how the mechanical energy generated
by the muscle contractions lead to specific hand movements. For AB subjects, tendons connect
forearm muscles to bones in the hand and it is through this connection that movements are
generated. That is, a muscle contraction will pull its tendon which in turn moves the hand
depending on the path of the tendon relative to the joint(s) that it crosses. As mentioned earlier,
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AB subjects have an internal representation that maps muscle contractions to hand movements,
and this mapping is maintained for TRAs following surgery, although it may become distorted.
Our goal is to build and implement a statistical model that decodes this internal biomechanical
representation, specifically for relating finger and wrist movement to EMG signal data.
The top panel of Figure 2 demonstrates what is meant by finger and wrist movement. For
example, finger flexion and extension refers to the simultaneous opening and closing of all finger
digits, respectively, except for the thumb. The bottom panel of Figure 2 shows a range of arm
postures considered in this paper. A PR-based controller trained on one posture setting would
likely perform poorly in one of the other postures because EMG patterns change with limb
posture due to, for example, a shift in electrode locations relative to the underlying muscles
(Scheme et al., 2010). A biomechanically motivated model should behave consistently across
postures because the biomechanical process does not change significantly with posture.
Figure 2: Top panel corresponds to finger and wrist movement: finger extension, finger flexion,
wrist extension, and wrist flexion (from left to right). Bottom panel illustrates the arm postures
at which data is collected during the experiment.
The known biomechanical process of AB subjects suggests that these two movement de-
grees of freedom can be explained by relatively few forearm muscles. The nonlinear model of
Crouch and Huang (2016) is capable of accurate predictions with few EMG signals but does
not clearly admit a variable selection procedure to decide which muscles to use. This presents
a problem for its use by a TRA for whom the intended biomechanical actions of the EMG are
not directly observable and may be altered following amputation. Thus we require a statistical
model that is capable of accurate predictions using few EMG signals and the model must lend
itself to a variable selection procedure.
There are many challenges and constraints that the proposed statistical model must ac-
commodate to successfully approximate this biomechanical process. First, the fingers and the
wrist are limited in how far they can be extended/flexed. Second, muscles generate passive
movement forces when stretched, which may produce movement in the absence of EMG infor-
mation. For instance, if one relaxes their forearm muscles following a contraction, the tendons
will return back to their resting length, generating a passive force, and the hand will return to a
neutral configuration. Therefore, we may observe movement without observing concurrent EMG
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activation. While this tendon connection no longer exists for a TRA, they may still anticipate
these passive forces.
Figure 3 illustrates some finger position data (in radians, shown in black) taken from an
AB subject for a short time-window and overlays two concurrent EMG signals, labeled EMG 7
(green) and EMG 12 (red), known to contribute to finger movement. Figure 3(a) is an event
window with an active EMG 7 signal but no movement; the result of a physical constraint.
Figure 3(b) demonstrates finger movement in the absence of active, concurrent EMG signals,
due to passive forces. This figure demonstrates the opportunity for past EMG behavior to
predict passive movement, as seen by the declining green line preceding Figure 3(b).
Figure 3: Depicted are the joint finger angle (radians) for flexion and extension movements, in
black, and two normalized EMG signals, in red and green. Left and right Y-axes correspond to
finger angle and EMG signals, respectively. Event (a) demonstrates restricted movement due to
a physical constraint, in this case maximal finger extension. Event (b) demonstrates movement
due to passive forces, lacking active EMG signals.
3 Data collection and processing
This section and the analysis in section 5 focuses on the collection and analysis of data from
an AB subject. The process of calibrating a robotic arm is subject-specific and we are not
interested in estimating a population model. The data collection procedure described here
and the analysis methodology described in Section 4 could be modified to perform inference
across multiple subjects. A data collection strategy is given at the end of Section 3.1 for TRAs
consistent with our analysis approach, requiring measured hand movements.
Surface EMG electrodes (Biometrics, Newport, UK) were placed at different locations of
the forearm. The subject was then asked to perform specific types of hand movement and the
EMG signals were recorded continuously at 960 Hz. Electrodes were placed over 16 specific
forearm muscles considered to be potentially important muscles for generating hand movements
of interest. Raw EMG data were high-pass filtered at 40 Hz, rectified, and low-pass filtered at
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6 Hz using a 4th order Butterworth zero-phase filter (Crouch and Huang, 2016). Prior to data
collection, the subject was asked to perform movements exhibiting maximal muscle contraction,
allowing normalization of the subject’s EMG signals to be between 0 (no contraction) and 1
(maximal contraction).
Movement data were collected by reflective markers placed on 9 anatomical locations on
the forearm, wrist, and hand. Three-dimensional marker positions were recorded at 120 Hz using
an infrared motion capture system (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd., UK), and processed (filtered)
at 6 Hz using a 4th order Butterworth filter (Butterworth, 1930). The joint angles (in radians),
which we call positions, were then calculated from filtered marker data through a musculoskeletal
model (Holzbaur et al., 2005) in OpenSim (Delp et al., 2007). EMG and joint angle data were
collected synchronously for a given period of time during which a subject was asked to perform
a set of finger and/or wrist movement. Figure 3 provides a snapshot of this data while a subject
is performing finger flexion and extension with consistent movements in a fixed posture.
3.1 Data collection procedure
The subject was asked to perform basic finger and wrist movements in each arm posture as
shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2. For a given posture, the subject was asked to per-
form single degree-of-freedom movements for their fingers/wrist following either a consistent or
random pattern. For example, the subject performed consistent finger movement that continu-
ously alternated between extending (opening) and flexing (closing) their fingers, while keeping
their wrist in a neutral position. Such a protocol has been followed by others; see for example
Kawashima and Mita (2016). The subject was also asked to perform a series of random move-
ments, which was chosen solely by the subject, providing a challenging benchmark to determine
how robust our fitted models are to different movements.
For a TRA, there would be no movement data for the corresponding hand. Instead,
movement data can be collected from the other, intact limb while the TRA performs (attempts)
mirrored movements with both limbs; see Scheme and Englehart (2011).
3.2 Post-collection data processing for analysis
To accommodate the biomechanical constraints described in section 2, we utilize recent past
behavior of EMG signals, as well as current finger/wrist position, to predict finger/wrist velocity.
For example, a concurrent EMG value of 0.50 leads to different movements depending on the
historical EMG trend. We briefly describe here the data processing that was done that allowed
us to fit the model described in the next section.
The velocity values were estimated from a penalized smoother of the entire series of
recorded position data across time using the R package fda. In particular, we used a second-order
smooth regularization penalty to control the goodness of fit and smoothness of the fitted curve,
where the smoothing parameter is selected by cross-validation. We then generated a velocity
estimate for each observed position data point. For each velocity data point, we extracted the
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previous EMG observations that ended with the concurrent EMG value to the velocity value.
In this application, we chose a past time window of roughly 1/3 seconds. The value was chosen
based on observed passive force movement (see Figure 3). This was done for all EMG signals,
so each velocity estimate had associated with it a position value and equally-spaced past mea-
surements across 1/3 seconds for all 16 EMG signals collected. A visualization of this data
restructuring may be found in the Supplementary Materials, Section ??. We propose to model
the current velocity of the finger/wrist movement as a function of the recent history of the EMG
signals which is to be discussed next.
4 Variable selection and inferential framework
Denote the observed data by [yi, zi,{Xk,i(sr); r = 1, . . . ,R}, k = 1,⋯,K, i = 1, . . . ,N] where i in-
dexes the instance at which data are collected, yi is the scalar response, zi is the continuous
scalar covariate, k indexes the functional predictors, and Xk,i(sr) is the kth functional predictor
observed at point sr such that sr ∈ S. It is assumed that zi ∈ Z, and both S and Z are closed
compact sets. In our application, yi is the current velocity, zi is the current position, and Xk,i(⋅)
is the recent history of the kth EMG signal and S is a window of time that depicts the “recent”
past.
We consider a functional linear model with varying smooth effects:
E[yi∣X1,i,⋯,XK,i] = α + K∑
k=1∫SXk,i(s)γk(s, zi)ds, (1)
where α is an intercept and γk(⋅, ⋅) is an unknown bivariate function defined on S × Z that
quantifies the effect of the kth functional predictor on the mean response of yi conditional on zi.
Model (1) is a direct extension of the functional linear model (FLM) described in Cardot et al.
(2003); Ferraty et al. (2012); Goldsmith et al. (2011); James et al. (2009); McLean et al. (2014);
Ramsay and Silverman (2005) who assume nonvarying functional coefficients. In our application
accounting for positions in the statistical model is crucial for modeling of passive forces since
the effect of the EMG signals on finger/wrist movement heavily depends on the current state
of the hand as argued in section 2. Varying coefficients for scalar covariates characterize the
effect of a covariate on response through another covariate and have been studied extensively
in nonparametric and semiparametric literature; see, for example, Bandyopadhyay and Maity
(2017); Davenport et al. (2015); Fan et al. (2014); Fan and Zhang (2008); Maity and Huang
(2012). Recently, the varying-coefficient model has been extended to analyze functional data in
Cardot and Sarda (2008); Davenport (2013); Wu et al. (2010).
Our primary objective is to select the functional predictors whose effects on the mean
response as described by (1) is non-zero. For our application this would allow us to select the
most important forearm muscles in explaining finger and wrist movements. Let K ⊆ {1,⋯,K}
denote the true index set where γk(⋅, ⋅) ≠ 0, and let B = {γk(⋅, ⋅);k ∈ K} denote the set of
true effects. Established fitting approaches focus on the estimation of the smooth coefficients
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rather than variable selection. Variable selection in scalar-on-function regression with invari-
ant smooth coefficients, γk(⋅), has been discussed in Fan et al. (2015); Gertheiss et al. (2013);
Matsui and Konishi (2011); Pannu and Billor (2017). In this paper, we extend these approaches
to the varying functional linear model (1) that is motivated by our data application.
4.1 Approximation to linear model
Following the procedure described in Wood (2006) and Eilers and Marx (2003), we approx-
imate γk(⋅, ⋅) using a tensor product of two univariate basis functions. Let {ωl(s)}Ll and{τm(s)}Mm be two truncated univariate bases defined in S and Z, respectively; and let γk(s, z) ≈∑Ll=1∑Mm=1 ωl(s)τm(z)βklm, where βklm’s are the unknown basis coefficients associated with
the kth functional predictor. For simplicity of exposition, we use the same bases for all
γk(⋅, ⋅);k = 1, . . . ,K. Generalization to different bases for different predictors is straightforward.
It is more convenient to rewrite the tensor product in matrix form γk(s, z) ≈ ωT (s)Bkτ (z)
where ω(s) = (ω1(s),⋯, ωL(s))T , τ (z) = (τ1(z),⋯, τM(z))T , and Bk = (βklm)l,m is the L ×M
matrix of basis coefficients, which is our target for inference. The generic summand in (1) can
be approximated by Riemann sum approximation as
∫SXk,i(s)γk(s, zi)ds ≈ L∑l=1{
R∑
r=1∆rXk,i(sr)ωl(sr)}Blkτ (zi) =XTkiωBkτ (zi), (2)
where XTkiω = (∑Rr=1 ∆rXk,i(sr)ω1(sr), . . . ,∑Rr=1 ∆rXk,i(sr)ωL(sr)) is a 1 × L row vector and
∆r = sr − sr−1, . By an abuse of notation, define the 1 × LM vector XTkiωτ = XTkiω ⊗ τ (zi),
where ⊗ indicates the Kronecker product. For notational simplicity, we omit indices ω and τ
in the subscript of XTkiωτ and denote it by X̃
T
ki. Vectorize Bk by appropriately stacking its M
columns vertically and denote the LM × 1 vector of basis coefficients βklm’s by βk. This yields
an approximating linear model to (1) with unknown regression coefficients βk’s
E[yi∣X̃1i, . . . , X̃Ki] ≈ α + K∑
k=1 X̃
T
kiβk. (3)
4.2 Penalized criterion for variable selection
We allow L and M to be sufficiently large to capture the complexity of the regression surfaces
and penalize the degree of smoothness. We adopt the penalized least squares approach for esti-
mation that simultaneously induces group sparsity and controls smoothness of the corresponding
regression surfaces.
Let ∣∣γk∣∣2 = ∫S ∫Z{γk(s, z)}2dzds be the L2 norm of γk, and let γ′′k,s and γ′′k,z be the second
partial derivatives of γk with respect to s and z, respectively. Prior to analysis, we center the
response yi and functional predictors Xk,i’s, and remove α from the model. By an abuse of
notation, we use the same notation for the centered model. The estimates of the γk’s are then
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selected to be the minimizers of the following penalized criterion
N∑
i=1{yi −
K∑
k=1∫SXk,i(s)γk(s, zi)ds}
2 + λ K∑
k=1 (∣∣γk∣∣2 + φ1∣∣γ′′k,s∣∣2 + φ2∣∣γ′′k,z ∣∣2)1/2 ; (4)
where λ > 0 controls the model sparsity, and φ1, φ2 > 0 control the smoothness of γk(⋅, ⋅) in the s
and z dimension, respectively. Let φ = {φ1, φ2} and Pφ(γk) = (∣∣γk∣∣2 + φ1∣∣γ′′k,s∣∣2 + φ2∣∣γ′′k,z ∣∣2)1/2.
The proposed penalty function Pφ(γk) was first introduced by Meier et al. (2009) for variable
selection in high dimensional additive model. As λ increases, more penalty weight is placed on
both the magnitude and smoothness of the surface which results in ∣∣γk∣∣2 = 0, excluding the
corresponding functional predictor from the model. Although γk(⋅, ⋅) is assumed to be a smooth
function, the fitted regression surfaces may be rough if the penalty on the second order derivatives∣∣γ′′k,s∣∣2 and ∣∣γ′′k,z ∣∣2 are not included. The extent of smoothing of the non-zero regression surfaces
is controlled by the vector of smoothing parameters φ. For example, as φ increases, the model
more heavily penalizes the departure from linearity, producing linear effects in both directions.
The proposed penalty Pφ(γk) ensures smoothness and sparseness in two dimensions; it can be
easily extended for multiple dimensions without loss of generality.
We now turn our attention to efficient calculation of Pφ(γk) for a given function γk. For
simplicity, we further assume that the bases {ωl(⋅)}Ll=1 and {τm(⋅)}Mm=1 are orthogonal B-splines.
Using the orthogonal property of the bases, define by Ωs = IL the L×L identity matrix with the(l, l′)th element as ∫S ωl(s)ωl′(s)ds = 1 if l = l′ and 0 otherwise, and define Ωz = IM similarly in
terms of the τm(z)’s. General bases will not have Ωs and Ωz equal to the identity. Let ω′′l (⋅)
and τ ′′m(⋅) be the second derivatives of ωl(⋅) and τm(⋅), respectively; let ω′′(s) and τ ′′(z) be the
vectors of these L andM functions. Define Ωss = ∫ ω′′(s)ω′′(s)Tds and Ωzz = ∫ τ ′′(z)τ ′′(z)Tdz.
It follows that
∣∣γk∣∣2 =∑
l,l′ ∑m,m′ {∫S ωl(s)ωl′(s)ds}{∫Z τm(z)τm′(z)dz}β2klm = βTk βk ,
where the last equality follows from the orthogonality of the bases. Similarly, we obtain ∣∣γ′′k,s∣∣2 =
βTk (Ωss ⊗ IM)βk and ∣∣γ′′k,z ∣∣2 = βTk (IL ⊗Ωzz)βk. The penalty Pφ(γk) may now be expressed
as a sparse-smooth regularization (Meier, 2009; Meier et al., 2008)
Pφ(γk) = (βTkQφβk)1/2 ,
whereQφ = ILM +φ1(Ωss⊗IM)+φ2(IL⊗Ωzz) is a LM×LM symmetric positive-definite matrix.
Cholesky decomposition on Qφ gives Qφ =RφRTφ , where Rφ is a lower triangular non-singular
matrix. Using (3) and Rφ, reparametrize the model coefficients βk as β̃k =RTφβk and transform
each X̃ki to W ki =R−1φ X̃ki. It follows that (4) can be written equivalently as
N∑
i=1(yi −
K∑
k=1W Tkiβ̃k)2 + λ
K∑
k=1 ∣∣β̃k∣∣, (5)
which is similar to the group LASSO penalized criterion described in Yang and Zou (2013,
2015); Yuan and Lin (2006).
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We use the groupwise-majorization-descent (GMD) algorithm described by Yang and Zou
(2013) to solve (5), which is implemented by the R package gglasso (Yang and Zou, 2013).
A benefit of the GMD algorithm is that it does not require group-wise orthonormality and is
applicable for a general design matrix. In addition, for given values of the tuning parameters λ
and φ, the minimizer of (5) with respect to β̃k has a close-form solution; denote the solution by
β̂k by omitting its dependence on λ and φ.
It is straightforward to restructure the estimated basis coefficients in β̂k to give B̂k, and
we have
γ̂k(s, z) ≈ ω(s)T B̂kτ (z).
Let Kλ,φ be the estimated index set after solving (5) under λ and φ; and denote the set of their
corresponding estimates by Bλ,φ = {γ̂k(⋅, ⋅);k ∈ Kλ,φ}. In reality, the sparseness and smoothing
parameters, λ and φ are unknown and need to be chosen empirically; for instance by cross-
validation. We discuss this aspect in more detail in Section 4.4.
The penalized criterion (4) does not allow for different shrinkage and smoothness for
different functional predictors, and assumes equal weight. This may inflate the number of
false positives in variable selection and to mitigate this problem, adaptive estimation is rec-
ommended for variable selection in high-dimensional data (Gertheiss et al., 2013; Meier, 2009;
Tutz and Gertheiss, 2010). We too adopt this approach and discuss it next.
4.3 Adaptive penalized criterion
We generalize the criterion (4) by adaptive penalized criterion. Specifically, we use initial weights
w = {fk, gk, hk}Kk=1 to introduce prior information on the relative importance and smoothness of
functional predictors, where fk is related to the sparse penalty factor and gk and hk are related
to the smooth penalty factors in the s and z dimension, respectively. Define the adaptive penalty
function by
Pφ(γk) = [βTk {fkILM + gkφ1(Ωss ⊗ IM) + hkφ2(IL ⊗Ωzz)}βk]1/2 (6)
where the weights w are strictly positive and calculated based on the parameter estimates{γ̃k0(⋅, ⋅)}Kk=1 associated with a functional additive model (McLean et al., 2014; Scheipl et al.,
2015) fit without a sparseness penalty. The subscript 0 is used to distinguish the initial estimates
from the model estimates of (5). Define the weights by fk = 1/∣∣γ̃k0∣∣d, gk = 1/∣∣γ̃′′k,s0∣∣d, and
hk = 1/∣∣γ̃′′k,z0∣∣d, d > 0; for details we refer to Ciuperca (2016); Gertheiss et al. (2013); Guo et al.
(2015); Ivanoff et al. (2016); Zou (2006). Alternatively, one can adopt a semi-adaptive approach
using only fk while keeping equal weights for smooth penalty factors such as gk = 1 and hk = 1
for all k. Like Yang and Zou (2015), the weights based on the number of parameters within each
group can also be adopted alternatively. Here, as ∣∣γ̃k0∣∣ decreases to 0, fk increases to ∞ which
yields sparser solution for γk for a given λ. Similarly, as gk and hk increase to ∞, the regression
surface yields linear pattern in both directions for a given φ. We denote the minimizer of the
criteria with penalty (6) by Bλ,φ associated with Kλ,φ for a given λ and φ.
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4.4 Selection of the tuning parameters, λ and φ
A widely used method to select tuning parameters is K-fold cross-validation (CV). We use 5-fold
block CV which has been found appealing for data with temporal correlations (see Roberts et al.
(2017)).
Specifically, we partition the data into 5 equally-sized sections; let n = 1, . . . ,5 index the
folds and denote by yin,m be the mth ordered response of the nth fold corresponding to the
instance in,m, and Nn be the total number of observations in the nth subsample. We aim for
the Nn to be as equal as possible across n. The test set is formed by one of the five folds; the
remaining four folds form the training set.
For fixed values of λ, φ, and n, the model parameters are estimated based on the training
set (e.g., all data with the nth fold removed), and the prediction accuracy is evaluated based on
the performance of the test set (e.g., the nth fold); i.e., PEout,n = √∑Nnm=1(yin,m − ŷin,m)2/Nn,
where ŷin,m is the predicted value for yin,m .
For each value of the tuning parameters, we compute the average PEout,n’s and select the
values corresponding to the minimum prediction error. Furthermore, CV with the one standard
error rule can be also adopted; the main idea is to select the simplest model whose numerical
performance is comparable with the optimal model that is chosen by minimum prediction error
(Friedman et al., 2001; Krstajic et al., 2014; Yang and Zou, 2015).
4.5 Sequential Adaptive Functional Empirical (SAFE) Selection
Most variable selection algorithms can not guarantee the exclusion of noise variables (Meinshausen et al.,
2009). In particular, the group LASSO approach has been shown to select a larger number of
groups than necessary (Gertheiss et al., 2013; Meier et al., 2008); this may happen due to the
uncertainty in selecting the optimum combination of tuning parameters. As a remedy, we pro-
pose to perform the selection step twice where the second stage considers only the covariates
k ∈ K(1)
λ†,φ†
; where the superscript (1) denotes the first stage, and λ† and φ† are the optimal
tuning parameters determined by CV in the first stage. The adaptive weights for the second
stage are then calculated based on B(1)
λ†,φ†
.
The proposed idea is motivated by the relaxed LASSO (Meinshausen, 2007) approach,
however, the fitting procedure is different in terms of calculating the adaptive weights for the
second stage. In contrast to Meinshausen (2007), our solution path of the second stage is driven
by both B(1)
λ†,φ†
and the selection of second-stage tuning parameters λ and φ. In Meinshausen
(2007), the estimates of the second stage are not driven by weights but rather based on the ex-
haustive search of the sparse tuning parameter. This idea was also promoted by Wei and Huang
(2010) and Guo et al. (2015) who adopted a two-stage variable selection strategy for the scalar-
on-scalar regression.
With weights re-calculated, we minimize the objective function (6) using only those K(1)
λ†,φ†
with respect to λ and φ. Let K(2)λ∗,φ∗ be the estimated index set resulting from the second stage
of the regularization fit under the optimal combination of tuning parameters λ∗ and φ∗ found
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by CV.
4.6 Post-selection inference and prediction
Shrinkage penalties cause the estimates of the non-zero coefficients to be biased towards zero
(Friedman et al., 2001; Zhao et al., 2017). In the similar spirit to Leeb et al. (2015); Zhao et al.
(2017), once K(2)λ∗,φ∗ is determined, we refit the model using the second order smooth regulariza-
tion to reduce the prediction bias. Specifically, we solve the following penalized criterion
N∑
i=1
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩yi − ∑k∈K(2)λ∗,φ∗ ∫SXk,i(s)γk(s, zi)ds
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
2 + ∑
k∈K(2)
λ∗,φ∗
Pφ(γk); (7)
where φ = {φ1, φ2} are the smoothing parameters that control the curvature of the fit and
Pφ(γk) = φ1∣∣γ′′k,s∣∣2 + φ2∣∣γ′′k,z ∣∣2 is the smoothing penalty function as described in Wood (2006)
and Eilers and Marx (2003). We choose the optimal tuning parameters using CV as discussed
in Section 4.4.
The model (7) is conditional on the event that the same data is being used twice:
once in the variable selection stage and again in the post-selection fit on the selected sub-
set. Wu et al. (2009); Zhao et al. (2017) argued that the use of standard prediction (confidence)
intervals or p-values without adjustment are invalid as they neglect the complex selection pro-
cedure to define the reduced model in the first place. Thus an adjustment is required to con-
struct valid prediction intervals or obtain valid p-values (Fithian et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016;
Tibshirani and Johnstone, 2014). To the best of our knowledge, post-selection inference for the
group LASSO in the context of functional data is still an open problem. Alternatively, infer-
ence after selection based on data splitting is commonly adopted for high-dimensional data; see
Meinshausen et al. (2009); Wasserman and Roeder (2009). We extend these ideas to the case of
functional covariate and focus on post-selection predictive inference based on data splitting and
construct split conformal prediction bands following Lei et al. (2017); for details of the algorithm
we refer to the Supplementary Material, Section E.
5 Data Application: EMG selection for finger/wrist movement
In this section, we present the variable selection and prediction results for our data collected
from an AB subject across multiple postures and movement patterns as described in Section 3.
Recall there are 16 EMG signals: 14 coming from different forearm muscles that could potentially
contribute to finger or wrist movements and 2 that are randomly generated noise. The ideal
selection scheme would pick one EMG signal for extension and another EMG for flexion for
both finger and wrist movements, but we do not enforce this restriction in the estimation. This
selection should be consistent across postures and movement patterns. In addition to identifying
these EMG signals, we are also interested in a model with clear interpretabililty of the regression
surfaces and high predictive ability.
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Here we consider fitting the procedure described in Section 4 to our data application. Let
i ∈ {1, . . . ,N} denote the current time point and yi be the velocity at time point i. Let zi be
the finger or wrist position at time point i. Define S = [−δ,0] for some integer δ > 0 as the time
window for the recent past EMG signal relative to the current time i, so the δ + 1 sr’s make up
the sequence {−δ,−δ + 1, . . . ,0}. For i ≥ δ + 1, let {Xk,−δ,Xk,−δ+1, . . . ,Xk,0} be the realizations of
the kth EMG signal at the original time points {i−δ, i−δ+1, . . . , i}. Recall from Section 3.2 that
we proposed and justified a recent past time window that spanned roughly 1/3 second, making
δ = 40 since data were collected at 120Hz. The following results were found to be relatively
insensitive to other δ within a reasonable neighborhood of 40.
The underlying muscle-movement mechanism for an AB person is known to clinicians;
this prior information about the underlying true signals allows us to define the correct model
size in the data application. To evaluate the model selection performance, we partition K
according to important movement classes based on expert knowledge. Let KF and KE denote
the partitioning subsets contributing to flexion and extension movement, respectively, which
depend on finger or wrist movements. Figure 4 shows in circled labels the clinically relevant
muscles for different movement classes for an AB person. Specifically for finger movements,KF = {12} and KE = {5,7}; these muscles are known as flexor digitorum and extensor digitorum,
respectively. Similarly for wrist movements, KF = {8,10,11,14} which are known as flexor carpi
ulnaris, flexor digitorum superficialis, flexor carpi ulnaris, and flexor carpi radials, respectively,
and KE = {2,7,13,15} which are coined as extensor carpi radialis longus, extensor digitorum,
extensor carpi radialis brevis, and extensor carpi ulnaris, respectively. All muscles associated
with a specific movement class produce highly correlated signals. The expert consensus is
that one muscle in KF and another in KE are sufficient to define the relationship between the
movements and EMG signals. The ideal index set identifies one muscle in each movement class
or equivalently ∣K ∩KF ∣ = 1 and ∣K ∩KE ∣ = 1, where ∣ ⋅ ∣ denotes the cardinality of a set.
Figure 4: Reference forearm muscles for finger (top) and wrist (bottom) movements.
We use the method described in Section 4 to study which EMG signals Xk,i’s are related
to the velocity and determine representative members of the sets KF and KE . We also consider
three alternative approaches; the first competitor is the method proposed by Gertheiss et al.
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(2013) in which the authors propose the functional variable selection technique using adaptive
group LASSO (agLASSO) type penalized criterion inducing both sparsity and smoothness. The
second competitor is the method proposed by Pannu and Billor (2017) extending the idea of
Gertheiss et al. (2013); here the authors use the objective function based on the least absolute
deviation and select the functional variables using group lasso penalty. This approach is explicitly
designed to account for potential outliers in the functional predictors, reducing overfitting of the
regression surfaces. We refer this approach to LAD-gLASSO. The third competitor (Fan et al.,
2015) uses functional additive regression (FAR) with a groupwise smoothly clipped absolute
deviation (gSCAD) penalty, denoted by FAR-gSCAD. Unlike other approaches, FAR-gSCAD
imposes penalty on the integral ∫SXk,i(s)γk(s)ds assuming the integral is well-defined. Note
that all these methods are designed to assess the relationship between the scalar responses
and functional predictors. In stark contrast to SAFE-gLASSO, all three competitors assume
non-varying smooth coefficients, γk(⋅)’s defined on S, which accounts for the passive forces but
assumes the relationship is not position dependent.
The performance of all the methods is evaluated in terms of how close they yield an ideal
selection of the EMG signals as well as their prediction ability. Specifically if K̂ denotes an
estimator produced by one of the methods, we evaluate its performance by
● Size = ∣K̂∣, ideally size = 2 with ∣K̂ ∩KF ∣ = 1 and ∣K̂ ∩KE ∣ = 1;
● Sparsity (SP) = 1 − ∣K̂∣/K. In our application, K is 16 and the optimal sparsity is 0.88
which is associated with the ideal model size 2. Define the relative sparsity (RSP) with
respect to the optimal sparsity by RSP = SP/0.88;
● False positive rate (FPR)= FP / ∣Kc∣; where we define the number of false positives (FP)
or falsely identified EMG signals in K̂ by FP = ∣K̂ ∩Kc∣, and Kc is the complement of K;
● True positive rate (TPR)= TP /2; where the number of true positives (TP) is defined by
TP = 1(∣K̂ ∩KF ∣ ≥ 1) + 1(∣K̂ ∩KE ∣ ≥ 1) and focuses only on whether we capture the two
index sets KF and KE ;
● Mean squared error (MSE) = ∑Ni=1(yi − ŷi)2/N.
Note that in general one can not calculate FPRs and TPRs in a data application as the underlying
truth is unknown. Our definitions for the above matrices are somewhat unconventional focusing
on group identification of KF and KE rather than identification of all K.
5.1 Computational Details
We briefly describe the computational details of our implementation as performed in R, starting
with the necessary steps after data processing including construction of the recent past EMG
curves using δ = 40. We approximate the γk(⋅, ⋅) using a tensor product of two orthogonal
B-splines with L = 12 basis functions in the s direction and M = 22 basis functions in the z
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direction. Knots are placed uniformly throughout S and Z. The tuning parameters to produce
the final estimates at each stage are chosen using 5-fold CV following the procedure described
in Roberts et al. (2017).
For the competitors, the smooth coefficient functions {γk(⋅)}16k=1 are modeled using B-
splines with 12 basis functions and the sparsity-smoothness tuning parameters are estimated
by 5-fold CV (Roberts et al., 2017) for all the competing methods. We used the R package
grplasso (Meier, 2009) to fit the agLASSO (Gertheiss et al., 2013) and rqPen (Sherwood et al.,
2017) to fit the robust LAD-gLASSO (Pannu and Billor, 2017). We used the code provided by
the corresponding author Fan et al. (2015) for FAR-gSCAD.
5.2 Variable selection, prediction, and implication
Table 1 shows the results of the model selection performance for the finger movements. In most
cases all the competing methods select one EMG signal that contributes for finger extension and
another for finger flexion. All methods perform fairly well in terms of TPR. In particular, the
proposed SAFE-gLASSO attains desirable values of TPRs, FPRs, and RSPs across all settings.
We found that the first stage of SAFE-gLASSO tended to select more EMG signals than needed
but the second stage corrected the surplus. In contrast, agLASSO exhibits good numerical
performance reflected by the optimal levels of FPRs and RSPs but did have poor TPR in the
last two settings. LAD-gLASSO exhibited large FPRs and RSPs, indicating a high Type I error
rate. FAR-gSCAD demonstrates good model selection performance but selected more EMG
signals than necessary, as indicated by its RSP values. The numerical performances are similar
for the wrist movements and due to the interest of the space, we include the results in Table 4
of the Supplementary Materials, Section B.3.
Figure 5 illustrates graphically the MSEs of the competitive methods. For both finger and
wrist movements, SAFE-gLASSO outperforms the competitors across all patterns and postures.
The proposed approach was able to consistently fit the data better with a smaller model size,
specifically relative to FAR-gSCAD and LAD-gLASSO.
Figure 6 shows a segment of the fitted velocities based on SAFE-gLASSO and agLASSO
where the shaded region corresponds to the split conformal prediction bands following Lei et al.
(2017). SAFE-gLASSO yields superior prediction trajectory than agLASSO in the events with
a larger absolute velocity. In the highlighted event of Figure 6, fingers return to the neutral
position around 1.45 to 1.88 seconds due to passive forces and while both methods predict
movement, agLASSO greatly underestimates the observed velocity. The improvement is most
directly attributable to the inclusion of position information. The agLASSO relies on the as-
sumption that the effect of the EMG signals on finger/wrist movements is invariant across zi,
which appears to limit the fit across a variety of movement events.
Since our methodology offers low-dimensional modeling with negligible false positives,
biomedical engineers can use our method as a screening approach and focus primarily on the
selected subsets of forearm muscles in collecting data from TRAs. This approach significantly
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reduces the burden of data collection with respect to time and cost. Furthermore, since our
model and that by Crouch and Huang (2016) account for similar biomechanical phenomenon,
our variable selection results may be directly applied to their method.
Table 1: Finger movements EMG signal selection for consistent (top three rows) and random
(bottom three row) patterns at different postures and results with superscript † correspond to the
first stage of SAFE-gLASSO. RSPs, number of variables (square brackets), and the percentages
of TPRs and FPRs are presented.
agLASSO LAD-gLASSO FAR-gSCAD SAFE-gLASSO
Pattern RSP TPR FPR RSP TPR FPR RSP TPR FPR RSP TPR FPR
1.00
[2]
100
[2]
0
[0]
0.57
[8]
100
[3]
38
[5]
0.92
[3]
100
[3]
0
[0]
1.00
[2][2]†
100
[2][2]†
0
[0][0]†
1.00
[2]
100
[2]
0
[0]
0.72
[6]
100
[3]
23
[3]
0.92
[3]
100
[3]
0
[0]
1.00
[2][2]†
100
[2][2]†
0
[0][0]†
1.00
[2]
100
[2]
0
[0]
0.57
[8]
100
[3]
38
[5]
0.92
[3]
100
[3]
0
[0]
0.92
[3][3]†
100
[3][3]†
0
[0][0]†
1.00
[2]
100
[2]
0
[0]
0.78
[5]
100
[2]
23
[3]
1.00
[2]
100
[2]
0
[0]
1.00
[2][3]†
100
[2][2]†
0
[0][1]†
1.06
[1]
50
[1]
0
[0]
0.85
[4]
100
[2]
15
[2]
0.92
[3]
100
[3]
0
[0]
1.00
[2][3]†
100
[2][3]†
0
[0][0]†
1.06
[1]
50
[1]
0
[0]
0.85
[4]
100
[3]
8
[1]
0.92
[3]
100
[3]
0
[0]
0.92
[3][3]†
100
[2][2]†
0
[1][1]†
Figure 5: Comparison of MSEs based on alternative approaches. Results correspond to finger
(left) and wrist (right) movements with different patterns and postures.
5.3 Estimation of smooth coefficients
Figure 7 illustrates the estimated coefficient functions for the finger (top) and wrist (bottom)
movements. For the purpose of illustration, we focus on interpreting the second posture shown
in Table 1. In particular the top and bottom panels of Figure 7 correspond to consistent finger
and wrist movement, respectively, for the two identified EMG signals from SAFE-gLASSO.
For finger movement, there is a clear distinction in the movement contributions: concurrent
contraction of extensor digitorum is responsible for finger extension (positive velocity) while
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Figure 6: Predicted velocity corresponding to consistent finger movements based on SAFE-
gLASSO (red dashed line) and agLASSO (blue dashed line). Vertical reference lines are drawn
at 1.45 and 1.88 second at which movements due to passive forces occur in the absence of muscle
contractions. Shaded regions correspond to pointwise 95% split conformal prediction bands for
SAFE-gLASSO.
flexor digitorum leads to flexion (negative velocity). This matches with the intuition of the
biomechanical system. As expected, these associations also depend on the positions. Indeed,
the impact of the left surface on the velocity is most important for angles between 20 and 55
radians which correspond to finger flexion. Similarly, the impact of the right surface is most
relevant between angles −40 and 10 radians which are primarily associated with finger extension.
The flexor digitorum only leads to finger flexion when the hand is in a neutral position (0 to 15
radians).
Finger flexion occurs at other positions occur due to past behavior of the extensor digito-
rum. The observed concurrent relationship described above has the opposite historical relation-
ship for the positions when the signals are presently active. This implies that past activation
of one of these EMG signals can lead to the opposite type of concurrent movement they pro-
duce. In particular, this corresponds to two difficult cases where the model tries to establish the
systematic relationship between: (1) passive force movements in the absence of muscle contrac-
tion, and (2) lack of movements in the presence of consistent muscle contraction due to physical
constraints. Our model borrows information from the past, where the muscles were active, to
predict such passive movements. Failing to appropriately account for passive forces results in
poor prediction performance in those cases as shown in Figure 6.
The bottom panels of Figure 7 plot the estimated regression coefficients for the selected
EMG channels for wrist movements. The interpretation of the regression surfaces for the wrist
flexion/extension follows the same intuition as of hand movements. Concurrently, flexor carpi
ulnaris leads to wrist flexion around 0 to 50 radians while extensor carpi ulnaris yields wrist
extension around -60 to -15 radians. When the wrist is in a neutral position, flexor carpi
ulnaris has to be flexed to keep the wrist upright around -5 to -15 radians. As before, the
observed concurrent relationship exhibits the opposite historical association for wrist flexion
and extension.
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The regression surfaces for other patterns of finger/wrist movements can be interpreted in
the similar manner; we report the regression surfaces corresponding to other patterns in Section
B.5 of the Supplementary Material.
Figure 7: Regression surfaces for finger flexion (top-left), finger extension (top-right), wrist
flexion (bottom-left), and wrist extension (bottom-right). The selected forearm muscles are
pointed out by red circles.
6 Simulation study
6.1 Simulation mimicking the data application
In this section, we consider a simulation study that mimicks the EMG data from Section 5.
Specifically, we focus on finger movements with consistent movement. Let the observed data be[yi, zi,{Xk,i(sr); r = 1, . . . ,41}, k = 1,⋯,16, i = 1, . . . ,N] ; where yi is now the simulated velocity
at time i, and all other data match the descriptions from section 5. In particular, consider
the generating model yi = α +∑16k=1 ∫SXk,i(s)γk(s, zi)ds + i where γk(⋅, ⋅) = 0 for all k except
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k = 5 and k = 12, and γ5(⋅, ⋅) and γ12(⋅, ⋅) are the estimated effects from one of the scenarios. In
addition, i is a zero-mean error process with isotropic covariance function described by
cov(yi, yi′) = σ2h [1(i = i′) + θ exp{ − (∣i − i′∣/η)2}] .
Here θ is related to the dominant sources of dependence; θ = 0 means that the responses are
uncorrelated while large θ reflects higher degree of autocorrelation between the responses. In
addition, η controls the strength of correlation between any two measurements. The choice of η
is driven by the parameter κ, the correlation between any two consecutive measurements, using
the relationship η = ∣i − i′∣/√−log(κ).
The simulation study varies over three factors. The first factor we examine is the dominant
sources of dependence determined by θ.
A1. Dominant white noise. θ << 1.
A2. Equal process. θ = 1.
A3. Dominant dependent process. θ >> 1.
The second factor is the strength of the correlation between successive measurements.
B1. Low correlation. κ = 0.2.
B2. High correlation. κ = 0.9.
The third factor is the magnitude of noise variance σ2h.
C1. Small noise. σ2h = 0.01σ̂2 corresponds to the situation of having smaller variance than that
of the original data.
C2. Large noise. σ2h = σ̂2 corresponds to the case of equal variance.
Calculate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as SNR = var(µi)/var(i), where µi = α+∑16k=1 ∫SXk,i(s)γk(s, zi)ds.
In particular, we consider SNR = {875, 445, 80, 8, 4, 0.8}. The results are based on 100 inde-
pendent samples for each combination of the simulation settings.
Table 2 illustrates the numerical performance corresponding to the simulated kinematic
data for different SNRs. The results are consistent to the findings of finger movements in Section
5. As before, we observe that the mean model size of the second stage of the proposed is nearer
to the truth (i.e. 2) than that of the first stage; see the “SP” column under SAFE-gLASSO
in Table 2. This is expected due to the fact that by adopting the two-stage variable selection
scheme, we shrink the surplus variables in the second stage of the procedure. The proposed
approach exhibits lower FPRs than that of the agLASSO, LAD-gLASSO, and FAR-gSCAD
across all simulation settings. Similar to the other approaches, SAFE-gLASSO also attains high
TPRs.
SAFE-gLASSO exhibited superior prediction performance relative to the competing meth-
ods across all simulation settings; see Figure 8. These findings are in agreement with the results
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of Section 5. As expected the prediction accuracy improves with the SNR; compare the box-
plots corresponding to the SAFE-gLASSO for different SNRs in Figure 8. Unlike the proposed
approach, the numerical performance of the alternative methods suffers due to not considering
positing-varying smooth coefficients as the methods fail to quantify the systematic relationship
between the velocity and muscle activities of a biomechanical model. We report the additional
simulation results in the Supplementary Materials, Section C.
Table 2: Analysis of finger movements with fixed motion. Data is generated assuming noise
variance C1 and C2 with different dominant processes (A1 -A3 ) for high correlation coefficient
(B2 ). Reported are the SPs (%), model size (in square brackets), TPRs (%), and FPRs (%)
averaged over 100 simulations. Results with superscript † correspond to the first stage of SAFE-
gLASSO.
agLASSO LAD-gLASSO FAR-gSCAD SAFE-gLASSO
Setting SNR SP TPR FPR SP TPR FPR SP TPR FPR SP TPR FPR
A1 +C1 875 87
[2.09]
100 1
66
[5.41]
100 24
81
[3.00]
100 7
88
[2.00][2.00]†
100
[100]†
0[0]†
A2 +C1 445 86
[2.18]
100 1
66
[5.42]
100 24
81
[3.00]
100 7
88
[2.00][2.00]†
100
[100]†
0
[0]†
A3 +C1 80 87
[2.08]
99 1
68
[5.09]
100 22
81
[2.98]
100 7
88
[2.00][2.00]†
100
[100]†
0
[0]†
A1 +C2 8 88
[2.00]
100 0
74
[4.22]
100 15
81
[2.97]
100 7
88
[2.00][2.00]†
100
[100]†
0
[0]†
A2 +C2 4 87
[2.03]
100 0
71
[4.58]
100 18
81
[2.91]
100 7
88
[2.00][2.00]†
100
[100]†
0
[0]†
A3 +C2 0.8 87
[2.16]
98 2
69
[5.00]
100 21
82
[2.96]
100 7
87
[2.02][2.27]†
95
[99]†
1
[2]†
Figure 8: Comparison of MSEs based on competing approaches for high (left) and low (right)
SNRs with high correlation coefficient (B2 ). Simulated data corresponds to the consistent finger
movements. Reported are the results based on 100 simulations.
6.2 Numerical experiment
Next we consider another simulation study where data are generated from a purely mathematical
perspective. The simulated data is [yi, zi,{Xk,i(sr); r = 1, . . . ,100}, k = 1,⋯,10, i = 1, . . . ,500] ,
where yi is a scalar response at an instance i, zi is a scalar covariate observed at i, Xk,i(sr)’s
are the realizations of the kth functional predictor such that sr ∈ [0,1]. The 10 functional
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predictors are generated similar to Gertheiss et al. (2013) and Pannu and Billor (2017). The
nonzero functional coefficients {γk(⋅, ⋅);k = 1,2}’s are varying over z, zi ∈ [−1,1], and defined
as γ1(s, z) = 1 + √2Czk + √2kcos(pis) and γ2(s, z) = 1 + Cexp(−0.5z) + s + 0.5s2. Note that
C controls the strength of functional coefficients over z. The error variance σ2 is calculated
based on different SNRs; i.e., SNR = {0.5,1,5}. More details about the functional predictors,
functional coefficients, and simulation results are summarized in the Supplementary Materials,
Section D.
As expected, when C = 0, meaning the functional coefficient should have only one dimen-
sion, s, all competitors showed comparable performance across all metrics, having high TPR and
similar MSE. All methods except LAD-gLASSO had low FPR, which consistently selected 5 of
the 10 possible variables. As the difficulty of the model increases, say for C = 5 the competitors
perform much worse than SAFE-gLASSO. FAR-gSCAD and agLASSO have low FPR, but tend
to select only 1 of the 2 important variables, while LAD-gLASSO has high TPR but also high
FPR, similar to the C = 0 scenario. As expected, the MSE performance also deteriorates for the
competitors as C increases.
We also investigated the coverage probabilities and length of the prediction intervals for
the SAFE-gLASSO models. Denote the lower and upper bound of the in-sample prediction
interval by Croo(Xi) = (C lroo(Xi),Curoo(Xi)), which is constructed following rank-one-out (ROO)
split conformal prediction inference (Lei et al., 2017). Define the pointwise average coverage
probability by CProo = ∑Ni=1 1{yi ∈ Croo(Xi)}/N where N is the total number of in-sample
observations. Calculate the expected length of the interval by ∑Ni=1{Curoo(Xi) − C lroo(Xi)}/N.
Let i∗ index the instance at which new information of the predictor Xi∗ is recorded; where
i∗ = 1, . . . ,M, and M is the total number of future observations. Define the pointwise average
coverage probability for the future observations by CPsplit = ∑Mi∗=1 1{yi∗ ∈ Csplit(Xi∗)}/M ; where
Csplit(Xi∗) is the prediction intervals computed using the split conformal prediction inference
(Lei et al., 2017). In our simulation, we consider M = 250.
Table 3 demonstrates the predictive inference of the proposed approach in terms of the
actual coverage and expected length of the interval for both the in-sample (yi) and future (yi∗)
observations. In general, the average coverage stays around the nominal levels irrespective of the
complexity of the model as defined by C; see the results for C = 0 and C = 10. As expected, the
width of the interval increases as C departs from 0 but reduces for larger SNR; see the average
length of the interval for C = 10 at miscoverage level α = 0.20 for yi. We also observe the similar
phenomenon with the prediction intervals for the future observations.
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Table 3: Average pointwise coverage of 80%, 90%, 95%, and 99% prediction bands for the in-sample (yi)
and future (yi∗) observations using ROO and split conformal prediction inference, respectively; standard
errors (in parenthesis) and average lengths (in square bracket) of prediction bands are reported. Results
are based on 100 simulations.
SNR = 0.5 SNR = 5
α C = 0 C = 5 C = 10 C = 0 C = 5 C = 10
yi 0.01 0.990 (0.010) [1.169] 0.990 (0.010) [5.202] 0.991 (0.010) [9.572] 0.990 (0.010) [0.367] 0.990 (0.010) [2.626] 0.990 (0.010) [5.120]
0.05 0.949 (0.022) [0.875] 0.950 (0.022) [3.870] 0.950 (0.022) [7.123] 0.949 (0.022) [0.277] 0.950 (0.022) [1.848] 0.950 (0.022) [3.586]
0.10 0.900 (0.030) [0.735] 0.900 (0.030) [3.234] 0.900 (0.030) [5.971] 0.900 (0.030) [0.232] 0.900 (0.030) [1.489] 0.900 (0.030) [2.874]
0.20 0.800 (0.040) [0.572] 0.799 (0.040) [2.504] 0.800 (0.040) [4.653] 0.800 (0.040) [0.181] 0.800 (0.040) [1.115] 0.799 (0.040) [2.136]
yi∗ 0.01 0.992 (0.009) [1.168] 0.990 (0.010) [5.209] 0.992 (0.009) [9.657] 0.990 (0.010) [0.366] 0.989 (0.011) [2.598] 0.989 (0.011) [5.062]
0.05 0.949 (0.022) [0.871] 0.948 (0.022) [3.860] 0.951 (0.022) [7.162] 0.948 (0.022) [0.277] 0.951 (0.022) [1.841] 0.951 (0.022) [3.568]
0.10 0.898 (0.030) [0.732] 0.900 (0.030) [3.228] 0.904 (0.029) [5.992] 0.898 (0.030) [0.232] 0.902 (0.030) [1.484] 0.901 (0.030) [2.860]
0.20 0.802 (0.040) [0.571] 0.802 (0.040) [2.817] 0.806 (0.040) [4.667] 0.798 (0.040) [0.182] 0.803 (0.040) [1.115] 0.803 (0.040) [2.136]
7 Discussion
In this paper, we proposed a covariate-dependent, scalar-on-function regression model that ap-
propriately accounts for the biomechanical processes involved in hand movement, such as passive
forces and physical constraints. The functional predictors were the recent past behavior of EMG
signals measured across multiple muscles in the subject’s forearm and the responses were fin-
ger and wrist velocity. The functional coefficients for each EMG signal were allowed to vary
based on the current finger or wrist position. The bivariate coefficients were then approximated
using a tensor product of rich basis expansions that were then estimated with a combined multi-
dimensional smoothing and sparseness penalty, which is an extension of Gertheiss et al. (2013).
We developed a two-step variable selection procedure, called Sequential Adaptive Functional
Empirical group LASSO (SAFE-gLASSO), that was shown through numerical investigations to
have superior performance over standard selection approaches (Fan et al., 2015; Gertheiss et al.,
2013; Pannu and Billor, 2017) by reducing the number of false positives irrespective of model
complexity.
The results of the data application showed SAFE-gLASSO was able to identify the impor-
tant EMG signals for finger and wrist movement for an AB subject. Furthermore, the estimated
varying functional coefficients were relatively sparse, easy to interpret, and had exceptional
predictive performance compared to standard selection approaches. Our model and fitting al-
gorithm have great potential to outperform current state-of-the-art data driven methods for
prosthesis control such as pattern recognition because they ignore biomechanical constraints, do
not perform variable selection, and are prone to overfitting. The variable selection results from
SAFE-gLASSO could also be incorporated in the method by Crouch and Huang (2016), which
currently does not perform variable selection and uses a planar link-segment dynamic model.
Although our model mathematically differs from theirs, both models account for the biomechan-
ical system with enough similarity that our variable selection results still apply. Our model does
have the advantage in that, after training our model, there is minimal data processing required
to produce predictions in the prosthetic limb, reducing the burden of real-time data collection.
There are many opportunities for extensions and new applications of the approaches taken
in this paper. The two-step fitting approach used in SAFE-gLASSO easily applies to the more
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common univariate functional coefficients. We also discussed an approach to assess the predictive
ability based on data splitting, which as far as the authors are aware has not been applied to
functional regression. Additionally, our model, which uses a tensor product basis, can also be
applied in a more general setting with many functional predictors having functional coefficients
varying over multiple covariates. This would be of interest for this data application if the
coefficients were considered to vary significantly across postures.
In our current developments, the functional covariates were assumed to be observed with-
out error on a fine grid of points. Extensions to a situation where the functional measurements
are perturbed by error or when the grid points sr’s are sparse would require a preliminary
smoothing of the functional covariates using existing approaches Xiao et al. (2016); Yao et al.
(2005) and then SAFE-gLASSO may be employed on the smoothed functional covariates. In
a preliminary investigation, not reported here, we observed that the variable selection perfor-
mance of SAFE-gLASSO is unaffected due to the use of estimated smooth profiles in the place
of true functional predictors. However prediction error of the responses is affected by large noise
variance of the functional predictors, as would any method.
As in non-parametric regressions, our method relies on the tensor products of basis func-
tions; as a result, the number of parameters to estimate can explode very quickly. Even though
our method can tackle the dimensionality issue, it becomes computationally intensive with large
number of basis functions. Note that we adopt CV based approach in selecting the tuning
parameters for the data application. We also acknowledge that there are other methods to
select optimum tuning parameters and CV based approach may not be theoretically the best
approach (Gertheiss et al., 2013). While the method works well for our data application, future
research is needed to investigate the optimality in selecting the tuning parameters. In addition,
we focused on the development of a subject-specific modeling procedure and were not concerned
with estimating subject-specific variability. By accounting for this source of variability, we can
develop highly functional, user-specific robotic prosthetic limb that perform well across multiple
subjects through estimation of population parameters.
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Supplementary Material
This Supplementary Material consists of five sections. Section A provides details for the fit without sparse
penalty. Section B presents additional analysis results for the kinematic data. Section C and Section
D provide additional simulation results. Section E details the algorithm of the post-selection predictive
inference.
A Generalized additive model
Let the observed data, in general, be [yi, zi,{Xk,i(sr); r = 1, . . . ,R}, k = 1,⋯,K, i = 1, . . . ,N] , where all
terms bear the usual meaning as before and are described in the manuscript. Write the penalized criterion
for the model (4.3) with the smoothing penalty only in matrix form as
(Y − X̃β)T (Y − X̃β) + φ1βTΩsβ + φ2βTΩzβ;
where Y is a N × 1 vector with elements yi’s, X̃ = (X̃1∣⋯∣X̃K), X̃k is an N × LM matrix having the
ith row X̃
T
k,i, β = (βT1 ,⋯,βTK)T is a vector of LM parameters, Ωs = diag{Ωs1 ⊗ IM ,⋯,ΩsK ⊗ IM}, and
Ωz = diag{IL ⊗Ωz1,⋯,IL ⊗ΩzK}. Following Ruppert et al. (2003); Wood (2017), taking the derivative
with respect to β yields β̃ = (X̃T X̃ + φ1Ωs + φ2Ωz)−1X̃TY ; we obtain the initial estimates of the
regression coefficients as β̃k0(⋅, ⋅)’s for a given φsz. The corresponding Bayesian posterior covariance
matrix is Var(β̃) = (X̃T X̃ + φ1Ωs + φ2Ωz)−1σ̂2, where σ̂2 is estimated from the residual sum of squares.
Predict the responses as Ŷ = X̃β̃.
The φ1 and φ2 are unknown in practice; one approach to select the optimal tuning parameters is
block CV. The post-selection model (4.7) is fitted using the above intuition but with the reduced subsetK(2)λ∗,φ∗ .
B Additional results of EMG selection for movement data
In this section, we present more results of the analysis of the EMG and movement data.
B.1 Data restructuring of EMG signals
Our idea is to characterize the velocity at an instance i as a function of the recent past EMG signals.
Figure 9 displays visually the data reconstruction of functional predictors using the recent past EMG
signals.
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Figure 9: Visualization of data restructuring of EMG signals and joint finger angles at 0.9 second
and 2.3 second. Time at current position (blue dot on black line) used to extract concurrent and
previous δ values of the two EMG signals, shown in red and green in (a). The time domain for
each set of past δ+1 EMG signal measurements is rescaled to [−δ,0]. Reconstructed EMG curves
are plotted in gray lines on the top-right and bottom-right panels, and two curves corresponding
to 0.9 second and 2.3 second are highlighted in (b) and (c) for EMG-7 (green solid line) and
EMG-12 (red solid line) respectively.
B.2 Variation in EMG curves
We use functional principal component analysis technique to examine the main sources of variability in
the curves. Figure 10 illustrates the EMG curves Xk,i(⋅)’s associated with a muscle (flexor digitorum) in
the forearm that contributes to finger flexion. The first three functional principal components (FPCs) of
the estimated marginal covariance of Xk,i(⋅)’s are also plotted. We observe one key feature that solely
explains the majority of variation in the curves associated with the EMG signal; see the first FPC in
Figure 10.
Figure 10: Restructured EMG curves corresponding to the extensor digitorum muscle and the first three
eigenfunctions from left to right.
B.3 Variable selection for wrist movements
Table 4 shows the results of the model selection performance for the wrist movements with consistent and
varying patterns. In most cases, the competing methods select one muscle for wrist extension and another
for flexion. As described in the manuscript, there are many potential muscles that contribute to similar
wrist movements. Therefore selection between the alike muscles is desired to reduce the redundancy of
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EMG information. Notice both agLASSO and SAFE-gLASSO attain optimal RSPs. In contrast FAR-
gSCAD shows suboptimal RSPs and LAD-gLASSO performs poorly in selecting desired variables; follow
the column “RSP” for competing methods in Table 4. While both these methods have tendency to select
noise variables in addition to the true positives, the problem in the selection by LAD-gLASSO is severe;
follow the column “FPR” in Table 4.
Table 4: Wrist movements EMG signal selection. RSPs, model size (square brackets), and
the percentages of TPRs and FPRs are presented for consistent (top three rows) and random
(bottom three row) patterns at different postures. Results with superscript † correspond to the
first stage of SAFE-gLASSO.
agLASSO LAD-gLASSO FAR-gSCAD SAFE-gLASSO
Pattern RSP TPR FPR RSP TPR FPR RSP TPR FPR RSP TPR FPR
1.00
[2]
100
[2]
0
[0]
0.57
[8]
100
[6]
20
[2]
0.92
[3]
100
[3]
0
[0]
0.92
[3][4]†
100
[3][4]†
0
[0][0]†
1.00
[2]
100
[2]
0
[0]
0.50
[9]
100
[5]
40
[4]
0.85
[4]
100
[4]
0
[0]
1.00
[2][2]†
100
[2][2]†
0
[0][0]†
1.00
[2]
100
[2]
0
[0]
0.57
[8]
100
[3]
50
[5]
0.92
[3]
100
[3]
0
[0]
1.00
[2][2]†
100
[2][2]†
0
[0][0]†
1.00
[2]
100
[2]
0
[0]
0.57
[8]
100
[4]
40
[4]
0.92
[3]
100
[2]
10
[1]
1.00
[2][2]†
100
[2][2]†
0
[0][0]†
1.00
[2]
100
[2]
0
[0]
0.72
[6]
100
[4]
20
[2]
0.92
[3]
100
[3]
0
[0]
1.00
[2][3]†
100
[2][2]†
0
[0][1]†
1.00
[2]
100
[2]
0
[0]
0.50
[9]
100
[6]
30
[3]
0.92
[3]
100
[3]
0
[0]
0.92
[3][4]†
100
[3][3]†
0
[0][1]†
B.4 Residual diagnostics
Reported are the results based on a varying finger movement data. We also carry out the residual
diagnostics to check the statistical assumptions for other data sets in a similar fashion, and hence we
omit it here.
The left panel of Figure 11 checks the constant error variance assumption for the model (4.1). Let
the residual at an instance i be ri = yi − ŷi; where yi and ŷi are the observed and predicted responses,
respectively. Notice the residuals “bounce randomly” around zero and there is no systematic structure.
In addition, no one residual “stands out” from the underlying random pattern implying the absence of
outliers. The middle and right panels of Figure 11 assess the normality assumption of the model via the
density curve and Q-Q plot based on the residuals.
Figure 12 illustrates the underlying dependence structure in the data. We use the auto-correlation
function (ACF) and the partial ACF (PACF) to measure the strength of correlation between the successive
measurements. We consider the mean model (4.7) and examine the auto-regressive patterns of the
residuals. We do not observe any significant autocorrelation in Figure 12.
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Figure 11: Diagnostics of the residual assumption of the statistical model for kinematic data;
scatter plot of the residuals against predicted values (left), histogram of the residuals (middle),
and normal Q-Q plot (right).
Figure 12: Autocorrelation (left) and partial autocorrelation (right) of the residuals correspond-
ing to the varying finger movements.
B.5 Regression surfaces for finger movements
In this section, we interpret the regression surfaces corresponding to the finger movements with consistent
and varying patterns; Figure 13 illustrates the corresponding postures. Reported are the estimates based
on the second stage of SAFE-gLASSO.
Figure 13: Postures for finger/wrist extension and flexion.
● Figure 14 corresponds to the neutral posture demonstrated in the left panel of Figure 13. SAFE-
gLASSO selects two muscles: extensor digitorum (muscle 5) and flexor digitorum (muscle 12). The
interpretation of the extensor digitorum’s (right panel) activity on finger extension is as same as
before; the impact is most relevant between −30 and 20 radians which are primarily associated
with finger opening. On the other hand, the flexsor digitorum is active for the positions 20 and
40 radians which correspond to making a fist. As before, the muscle mechanism at the past time
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window depicts the opposite features to that of the concurrent relationship and specifically describes
the involuntary movements due to the passive forces when finger is fully flexed (left) and extended
(right).● Figure 15 corresponds to the posture demonstrated in the right panel of Figure 13. Both stages of
the SAFE-gLASSO select two muscles: one is extensor digitorum (muscle 5) and the other is flexor
digitorum (muscle 12). The impact of the left surface on velocity is most important for positions
between 10 and 60 radians which correspond to finger closing. Similarly, the impact of the right
surface is most relevant between −30 and 20 radians which are primarily associated with finger
opening. The corresponding historical relationship follows the same intuition as before.● Figure 16, Figure 17, and Figure 18 correspond to the postures demonstrated in the left, middle,
and right panel of Figure 13, respectively. The interpretation of the corresponding regression
surfaces follows the same idea as before. Notice that the smooth estimates in the left surfaces for
Figure 16 and Figure 17 are not zero. Here one important specific is that the magnitude of the
effect of flexor digitorum is considerably smaller than than that of the extensor digitorum. This
happens due to the fact that user focuses primarily on opening the finger at varying pattern and
does not make the fist properly. This is not entirely surprising since the pattern at these postures
is not directive by the experimenter but solely determined by the user.
Figure 14: Regression surface for finger flexion (left) and extension (right). Reported are the
estimates corresponding to consistent finger movements with neutral posture depicted in the left
panel of Figure 13.
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Figure 15: Regression surfaces for finger flexion (left) and extension (right). Reported are the
estimates corresponding to consistent finger movements with posture depicted in the right panel
of Figure 13.
Figure 16: Regression surfaces for finger flexion (left) and extension (right). Reported are the
estimates corresponding to varying finger movements with neutral posture depicted in the left
panel of Figure 13.
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Figure 17: Regression surface for finger flexion (left) and extension (right). Reported are the
estimates corresponding to varying finger movements with posture depicted in the middle panel
of Figure 13.
Figure 18: Regression surfaces for finger flexion (left) and extension (right). Reported are the
estimates corresponding to varying finger movements with posture depicted in the right panel
of Figure 13.
B.6 Regression surfaces for wrist movements
In this section, we plot the regression surfaces corresponding to wrist movements based on the stage of
SAFE-gLASSO.● Figure 19 corresponds to the neutral posture demonstrated in the left panel of Figure 13. The sec-
ond stage of SAFE-gLASSO select flexor carpi ulnaris, flexor digitorum superficialis, and extensor
carpi radialis longus. While the first two muscles contribute for wrist flexion, the last one leads
to extension. Since the regression surfaces associated with both flexor carpi ulnaris and flexor
digitorum superficialis are similar, we report and interpret the effect of flexor carpi ulnaris only.
The impact of this muscle on velocity is most important for positions between 5 and 50 radians.
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We also notice some activity of this muscle when the wrist is in the neutral state, say around −20
and 0 radians. This says that the flexor carpi ulnaris needs to be flexed to hold the wrist is in
the upright position. In contrast, the impact of the extensor carpi radialis longus is most rele-
vant between positions −50 and −10 radians which are primarily associated with wrist extension.
The corresponding muscles have opposite historical relationship which in particular quantifies the
movements due to the physical constraints and passive forces.● Figure 20 corresponds to the posture demonstrated in the right panel of Figure 13. Unlike previous
case, the impact of the flexor carpi ulnaris on velocity is most important for angles between 10
and 50 radians which correspond to wrist flexion. In contrast, the impact of the extensor carpi
ulnaris (right surface) is most relevant between positions −50 and −20 radians which are primarily
associated with wrist extension.● Figure 21, Figure 22, and Figure 23 correspond to the postures demonstrated in the left, middle,
and right panel of Figure 13. The interpretation of the muscle mechanism follows the same intuition
as before and hence we omit it here.
Figure 19: Regression surfaces for wrist flexion (left) and extension (right). Reported are the
estimates corresponding to consistent wrist movements with neutral posture depicted in the left
panel of Figure 13.
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Figure 20: Regression surfaces for wrist flexion (left) and extension (right). Reported are the
estimates corresponding to consistent wrist movements with posture depicted in the right panel
of Figure 13.
Figure 21: Regression surfaces for wrist flexion (left) and extension (right). Reported are the
estimates corresponding to varying wrist movements with neutral posture depicted in the left
panel of Figure 13.
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Figure 22: Regression surfaces for wrist flexion (left) and extension (right). Reported are the
estimates corresponding to varying wrist movements with posture depicted in the middle panel
of Figure 13.
Figure 23: Regression surfaces for wrist flexion (left) and extension (right). Reported are the
estimates corresponding to varying wrist movements with posture depicted in the right panel of
Figure 13.
B.7 Regression surfaces based on competing approaches
Figure 24 plots the regression surfaces based on the competing approaches for the finger movements with
fixed pattern (i.e., second row in Table 1). We notice that the effect of the selected EMG signals on
velocity is linear in both agLASSO and LAD-gLASSO. Concurrently, say at s = 0, the effect of the flexor
digitorum is negative to velocity while the effect of the extensor digitorum is positive. Historically, say at
s = −40, they imply the opposite effects which matches with the surface interpreted by SAFE-gLASSO.
While agLASSO and SAFE-gLASSO account for passive forces, they fail to acknowledge the changes in
the regression surfaces across different finger positions. In particular, they implicitly assume that the
muscle mechanism is same irrespective of the finger opening/closing positions which is indeed unrealistic.
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Figure 25: Simulated velocity across different simulation settings at SNR = {875,80,8,4,0.8}. Data
correspond to non-varying finger movements.
As pointed out in James et al. (2009), the smooth estimates based on FAR-gSCAD is difficult to interpret
due to the issue of identifiability; and hence we omit it here.
Figure 24: Estimates of smooth coefficients for the selected muscles: flexor digitorum (left) and extensor
digitorum (right) corresponding to agLASSO (top panels) and LAD-gLASSO (bottom panels).
C Additional simulation results for the data mimicking appli-
cation
Figure 25 depicts the simulated velocity for finger movements at different scenario. As we increase the
level of noise, we depart more from the truth; compare the top-left and bottom-right panels.
Table 5 illustrates the numerical performance corresponding to the simulated kinematic data for
different SNRs at low correlation coefficient. The results are consistent to the findings of finger movements
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in Section 5 and Section 6. The proposed approach has lower or equal FPRs than that of the competitors
across different SNRs. However, at SNR = 0.8, the numerical performance of the competitors deteriorates.
As before, the model size for the second stage of SAFE-gLASSO is smaller than that of the first stage;
see the column “SP” for the proposed at SNR = 0.8. In addition, the proposed method outperforms the
competitors in terms of prediction accuracy at all SNRs; see Figure 26.
Table 5: Analysis of finger movements with fixed motion. Data is generated assuming noise
variance C1 and C2 with different dominant processes (A1 -A3 ) for low correlation coefficient
(B1 ). Reported are the SPs (%), model size (in square brackets), TPRs (%), and FPRs (%)
averaged over 100 simulations. Results with superscript † correspond to the first stage of SAFE-
gLASSO.
agLASSO LAD-gLASSO FAR-gSCAD SAFE-gLASSO
Setting SNR SP TPR FPR SP TPR FPR SP TPR FPR SP TPR FPR
A1 +C1 875 87
[2.13]
100 1
67
[5.32]
100 24
81
[3.00]
100 7
88
[2.00][2.00]†
100
[100]†
0[0]†
A2 +C1 445 86
[2.13]
100 1
67
[5.35]
100 24
81
[3.00]
100 7
88
[2.00][2.00]†
100
[100]†
0
[0]†
A3 +C1 80 87
[2.05]
100 0
68
[5.01]
100 22
81
[3.00]
100 7
88
[2.00][2.00]†
100
[100]†
0
[0]†
A1 +C2 8 88
[2.00]
100 0
74
[4.15]
100 15
81
[2.99]
100 7
88
[2.00][2.00]†
100
[100]†
0
[0]†
A2 +C2 4 87
[2.00]
100 0
72
[4.56]
100 18
81
[2.90]
100 6
88
[2.00][2.00]†
100
[100]†
0
[0]†
A3 +C2 0.8 87
[2.01]
100 2
69
[4.91]
100 21
82
[2.86]
100 6
88
[2.00][2.03]†
100
[100]†
0
[0]†
Figure 26: Comparison of MSEs based on competing approaches for high (left) and low (right)
SNRs with high correlation coefficient (B2 ). Simulated data corresponds to the non-varying
finger movements. Reported are the results based on 100 simulations.
D Numerical experiment
As described in Gertheiss et al. (2013), the 10 functional predictors are generated by
Xk,i(s) = {σ(s)}−1 5∑
r=1[aikrsin{2pis(5 − aikr)} −mikr].
Figure 27 illustrates the first two functional predictors. Similar to Gertheiss et al. (2013) and Pannu and Billor
(2017), we assume aikr ∼ U(0,5), mikr ∼ U(0,2pi) and σ(s) is defined such that var{Xk,i(s)} = 0.01, for
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Figure 27: Functional measurements corresponding to the first two predictors; three curves are
chosen randomly and displayed as black solid lines.
all s. The response is generated from yi = α +∑2k=1 ∫S Xk,i(s)γk(s, zi)ds + i, where i’s are assumed to
be independent and identically distributed (IID) as i ∼ N (0, σ2). The nonzero functional coefficients{γk(⋅, ⋅);k = 1,2}’s are varying over zi ∈ [−1,1] and defined as γ1(s, z) = 1 +√2Czk +√2kcos(pis) and
γ2(s, z) = 1 +Cexp(−0.5z) + s + 0.5s2. For example, when C = 0, we have that γ1(s, z) = 1 +√2 kcos(pis)
and γ2(s, z) = 1 + s + 0.5s2 which are non-varying functional coefficients; for C ≠ 0, γk(⋅, ⋅)’s vary over
z. We investigate the cases for C = {0,2,5,10}. Figure 28 depicts the effect of functional predictors at
different values of C.
The steps for fitting the procedure is similar to the one described in section 5 of the main document.
One difference is that we use 15 basis functions in the s direction and 7 basis functions in the z direction
in modeling γk(⋅, ⋅)’s. The invariant functional coefficients γk(⋅)’s are modeled using 15 basis functions for
agLASSO, LAD-gLASSO, and FAR-gSCAD approach. Additionally, the tuning parameters are selected
using random CV for all competing methods.
Table 6 presents the results using the performance metrics as described in section 5 of the main
document, but focus only on recovery of K = {1,2} (there are no KF and KE here). As expected when
C = 0, the numerical performance of all the methods is competitive. However, as C departs from 0, say
at C = 5, the variable selection and prediction accuracy of the competitors deteriorates.
Figure 28: β1 (top) and β2 (bottom) for C = {0,2,5,10} from left to right respectively.
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Table 6: Variable selection for the toy example. Reported are the SPs (%), model size (in square
brackets), TPRs (%), and FPRs (%) averaged across 100 simulations. Results with superscript
† correspond to the first stage of SAFE-gLASSO.
agLASSO LAD-gLASSO FAR-gSCAD SAFE-gLASSO
Combination SP TPR FPR SP TPR FPR SP TPR FPR SP TPR FPR
SNR = 0.5 C = 0
77
[2.33]
100 4
41
[5.93]
100 49
80
[2.01]
100 1
80
[2.03][2.21]†
100
[100]†
0[3]†
C = 2
87
[2.26]
94 5
51
[4.94]
96 38
89
[1.09]
54 0
80
[2.00][2.09]†
100
[100]†
0[1]†
C = 5
81
[1.90]
69 7
56
[4.37]
82 34
90
[1.03]
50 0
80
[2.03][2.22]†
100
[100]†
0[3]†
SNR = 1 C = 0
79
[2.11]
100 2
35
[6.53]
100 57
80
[2.02]
100 0
80
[2.00][2.02]†
100
[100]†
0[0]†
C = 2
79
[2.09]
100 2
44
[5.63]
100 45
86
[1.44]
69 1
80
[2.00][2.01]†
100
[100]†
0[0]†
C = 5
84
[1.64]
74 2
57
[4.31]
89 32
90
[1.03]
52 0
80
[2.00][2.01]†
100
[100]†
0[0]†
SNR = 5 C = 0
80
[2.00]
100 0
44
[5.60]
100 45
80
[2.00]
100 0
80
[2.00][2.00]†
100
[100]†
0[0]†
C = 2
80
[2.00]
100 0
45
[5.50]
100 44
80
[2.00]
100 0
80
[2.00][2.00]†
100
[100]†
0[0]†
C = 5
84
[1.62]
81 0
55
[4.54]
97 33
88
[1.22]
61 0
80
[2.00][2.00]†
100
[100]†
0[0]†
Figure 29: Reported is MSEs based on competing approaches for different SNRs at C = 0 (left),
C = 2 (middle), and C = 5 (right). Results are based on 100 simulations. Reference lines are
drawn at MSE = 0.04 (left), MSE = 0.20 (middle), and MSE = 0.75 (right) for convenience.
E Algorithm of split conformal prediction band
For the simplicity of exposition, denote by A the proposed algorithm which includes the steps of (i)
variable selection and (ii) predictive modeling. In particular, we construct the split conformal prediction
bands (Lei et al., 2017, 2015) for in-sample and new observations. We use the subscript in and new to
refer to the in-sample and new data, respectively. Indeed the conformal inference offers distribution-free
predictive inference in high-dimensional regression; while the method preserves the consistency properties
of the estimators, it also provides the valid prediction coverage (Lei et al., 2017). Let yi be the scalar
response, N be the total number of observations, and Xin,i be the corresponding covariates information.
We adopt split conformal inference to construct prediction bands for future observations that are indexed
by i∗ and use rank-one-out (ROO) split conformal inference for in-sample observations which are indexed
by i. For completeness, we present both algorithms as below.
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Algorithm Split Conformal Prediction
Input: Data (yi,Xin,i), i = 1, . . . ,N ; where Xin,i = [zi,{Xk,i(sr); r = 1,⋯,R};k = 1, . . . ,K].
Let miscoverage level be α ∈ (0,1) and denote the proposed SAFE-gLASSO
algorithm by A
Output: Prediction intervals at future observations (i∗) with covariates Xnew,i∗ ; i∗ = N + 1,N + 2,⋯
Randomly split {1,⋯,N} into two equal-sized subsets I1, I2
µ̂ = A({(yi,Xin,i) ∶ i ∈ I1})
Ri = ∣yi − µ̂(Xin,i)∣ where i ∈ I2;
d = the pth smallest value in {Ri ∶ i ∈ I2}, where p = ⌈(N/2 + 1)(1 − α)⌉
Return Csplit(Xnew,i∗) = [µ̂(Xnew,i∗) − d, µ̂(Xnew,i∗) + d] , for all i∗
Algorithm Rank-One-Out (ROO) Split Conformal Prediction
Input: Data (yi,Xi), i = 1, . . . ,N ; where Xi = [zi,{Xk,i(sr); r = 1,⋯,R};k = 1, . . . ,K].
Let miscoverage level be α ∈ (0,1) and denote the proposed SAFE-gLASSO
algorithm by A
Output: In-sample prediction intervals at Xi
Randomly split {1,⋯,N} into two equal-sized subsets In, n = 1,2
for n ∈ {1,2} do
µ̂n = A({(yi,Xi) ∶ i ∈ In})
for i ∉ In do
Ri = ∣yi − µ̂n(Xi)∣
end for
for i ∉ In do
di = the mth smallest value in {Rj ∶ j ∉ In, j ≠ i}, where m = ⌈N/2(1 − α)⌉
Croo(Xi) = [µ̂n(Xi) − di, µ̂n(Xi) + di],
end for
end for
Return intervals Croo(Xi); i = 1, . . . ,N
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